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Abstract-Outliers detection is a task that finds objects that are dissimilar or inconsistent with respect to 
the remaining data. It has many uses in applications like fraud detection, network intrusion detection and 
clinical diagnosis of diseases. Using clustering algorithms for outlier detection is a technique that is 
frequently used. The clustering algorithms consider outlier detection only to the point they do not 
interfere with the clustering process. In these algorithms, outliers are only by-products of clustering 
algorithms and they cannot rank the priority of outliers. In this paper, three partition-based algorithms, 
PAM, CLARA and CLARANs are combined with k-medoid distance based outlier detection to improve 
the outlier detection and removal process. The experimental results prove that CLARANS clustering 
algorithm when combined with medoid distance based outlier detection improves the accuracy of 
detection and increases the time efficiency. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The current era of information explosion utilizes powerful data mining techniques that can efficiently 
analyze, interpret and extract valuable knowledge. The rapid growth in the number and size of databases, 
dimension and complexity of data has made it necessary to automate the analysis process, whose results can 
then be used by decision-making processes.  The techniques used for this purpose can be grouped into four main 
categories. They are clustering, classification, dependency detection and outlier detection. Out of the four 
techniques, outlier detection is considered crucial in many research areas and application domains. The reason 
behind such popularity is that the failure to detect or incorrect treatment of outliers has a direct impact on the 
validity of the knowledge discovered during mining process. It is therefore important to identify them prior to 
modeling and analysis ([25], [16]).   

According to [5], outlier detection is a task that finds objects that are considerably dissimilar, exceptional or 
inconsistent with respect to the remaining data. Outlier detection has wide applications which include data 
analysis, financial fraud detection, network intrusion detection and clinical diagnosis of diseases. In data 
analysis applications, outliers are often considered as error or noise and are removed once detected. Examples 
include skewed data values resulting from measurement error, or erroneous values resulting from data entry 
mistakes. Approaches to detect and remove outliers have been studied by several researchers. Some techniques 
are developed for certain application domains, while others are more generic [7]. These approaches can be 
classified into Distribution-based approaches, Depth-based approaches, Clustering-based approaches, Distance-
based approaches and Density-based approaches. Each of these methods has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. In general, in all these methods, the approach to detect outliers consists of two steps. The first 
identifies a profile around a data set using a set of inliers (normal data). In the second step, a data instance is 
analyzed and is identified as outlier when its attributes are different from the attributes of inliers. All these 
methods assume that all normal instances will be similar, while the anomalies will be different.  

When the number of normal attributes is more than the abnormal behavioural attributes, a clustering-based 
approach to outlier detection provides more positive results. In these situations, the key assumption made here is 
that large and dense clusters have normal data and the data which do not belong to any cluster or small clusters 
(low dense clusters) are considered as outliers. Cluster-based methods either belong to semi-supervised or 
supervised categories. In semi-supervised techniques, the normal data is clustered to create modes of normal 
behaviour and instances which are not close to any clusters are identified as outliers.  In unsupervised 
techniques, a post-processing step is included after clustering to determine the size of the clusters. The distance 
from the clusters is then calculated, using which the outliers are detected. Furthermore, depending on the 
method adopted to define clusters, the techniques can be further grouped as partitional clustering, hierarchical 
clustering, density-based clustering and grid-based clustering [21]. All these algorithms use the distance 
measure between two objects and clustering is based by grouping objects which have minimum distance from 
the centre of the cluster. The advantage of using cluster-based algorithm is that they are easily adaptable to 
incremental mode suitable for anomaly detection from temporal data.  On the other hand, they are 
computationally expensive and large/dense clusters frequently have both inliers and outliers.  
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To solve this problem, recently, amalgamation of techniques for outlier detection is proposed and has gained 
more attention in recent years. These hybrid approaches combine techniques for efficient anomaly detection. In 
this paper, the partition clustering algorithm and distance-based outlier detection method are combined for 
efficient clustering and outlier detection. The main objective is to detect outliers while simultaneously perform 
clustering operation.  

The authors of [15] initialized the concept of distance-based outlier, which defines an object 'O' being an 
outlier, if at most 'p' objects are within the distance 'd' of 'O'. In the distance-based approach, outliers are 
detected as follows. Given a distance measure on a feature space, a point q in a data set is an outlier with respect 
to the parameters M and d, if there are less than M points within the distance d from q, where the values of M 
and d are decided by the user. The problem with this approach is that it is difficult to determine the values of M 
and d. While considering medoid, the distance is calculated using Absolute Distances between Medoids.  

Al-Zoubi [3] proposed a hybrid cluster-based outlier detection system, which used Partitioning Around 
Medoid (PAM) clustering algorithm and Absolute Distance between Medoid (ADMP) for distance-based outlier 
detection. This method produced good results with small datasets, but the performance degraded with large 
datasets. The reason for this degradation while scaling up the size of dataset was because of PAM clustering 
algorithm. To solve this, the present work considers two other algorithms, namely, CLARA (Clustering around 
LARge Applications) and CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications based on RAndomized Search) for 
clustering the data.  After clustering, small clusters are removed as outliers. The outliers in the large clusters are 
then detected using a modified distance-based detection approach proposed by [3]. The paper compares the 
performance of all the four algorithms on outlier detection efficiency.  

The Paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief discussion on the previous works related to the 
topic. Section III explains the working of PAM, CLARA and CLARANS algorithms. Section IV discusses the 
distance based techniques. The proposed methodology is presented in Section V, while Section VI presents the 
experimental results. A brief summary along with future research directions is given Section VII.  

II. RELATED STUDIES 

Many data mining algorithms in the literature find outliers as a side-product of clustering algorithms. In 
early days, a fuzzy based clustering approach was used by [8]. Ester et al. [9] proposed a density based 
clustering algorithms to discover outliers in large spatial databases. A similar work was proposed by [24] and 
[29]. Techniques that define outliers as data points outside clusters are presented by [22], [28], [26], [27], [6].   

A two-phase method to detect outliers was proposed by [10]. The first phase used a modified k-means 
clustering algorithm, which clustered the data using the heuristic ‘if one pattern is far from all the cluster center, 
then treat it as a new cluster centre’. Using the heuristic, successfully divided the data into cluster that contained 
either all outliers or all inliers. In the second phase, a minimum spanning tree (MST) was used to construct tree. 
From this tree, the subtree with minimum number of nodes was treated as outliers and was removed.  

In 2004, [17] used the result of hierarchical clusters as indicators for the presence of outliers. Later, this 
method was enhanced by [2].  Recently, [23] has reviewed partition based clustering algorithms in the field of 
data mining. 

An algorithm called PAMST, that combined Partitioning clustering algorithm (PAM) and Separation 
technique was introduced by [1]. The separation technique was calculated based on the dissimilarity between 
two data objects. Data objects with large separation value were considered as outliers. Jiang and An [11] 
proposed a clustering-based outlier detection method (CBOD). The CBOD used a two-step process to detect 
outliers. The first stage used a one-pass clustering algorithm to cluster the dataset and removed all small clusters 
as outliers. The second stage used a outlier factor to determine the outliers in the large clusters. Al-Zoubi et al. 
[4] presented a fuzzy clustering method to detect outliers. The rest of the outliers were then determined by 
computing the difference between the objective function values and when a noticeable change is noticed, the 
points are considered as outliers.  

III. PARTITIONING ALGORITHMS 

The procedure followed by partitioning algorithms can be stated as follows : “Given n objects, these 
methods construct k partitions of the data, by assigning objects to groups, with each partition representing a 
cluster. Generally, each cluster must contain at least one object; and each object may belong to one and only one 
cluster, although this can be relaxed”. The present study analyzes the use of CLARA and CLARANS clustering 
algorithms for outlier detection. The performance of all these algorithms is compared with the PAM and this 
section provides the working behind these four algorithms. 

A.  Partitioning Around Medoid (PAM) 

Kaufman et al. in 1987 [14] developed a k-medoids-based clustering called PAM. A medoid is defined as 
the object of a cluster, whose average dissimilarity to all the objects in the cluster is minimal i.e. it is a most 
centrally located point in the given data set. PAM procedure is given in Figure 1, where k is the number of 
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clusters, n is the number of objects in the datasets, S is the set of objects to be clustered, sj is an object  S, R is 
the set of objects  S selected of medoids, rj, rc  R, d is the dissimilarity function. In the present study the 
Minkowski distance metric (Equation 1) is used. 





d

1i
|cx|)c,x(tcos   (1) 

where x is any data object, c is the mediod and d is the dimension of the object. Pam is more robust than k-
means in the presence of noise and outliers because a medoid is less influenced by outliers or other extreme 
values than a mean.  

The PAM algorithm forms clusters by examining all objects that are not medoids. This imposes an expensive 
computation cost of O(k(n-k)2) in each iteration [19]. This indicates that cost and size of the datasets are directly 
proportional, that is small datasets have low computation cost, as only a few iterations are required and makes 
PAM an impractical solution for large datasets.  

B.  Clustering LARge Applications (CLARA) 

To eliminate the computational complexity problem of PAM algorithm, another partition based clustering 
algorithm called CLARA was introduced by [13]. The algorithm is outlined in Figure 2 [20]. This procedure, 
considers small samples of the actual data as a representatives of the data. PAM algorithm is used to identify the 
medoids for each of these samples.  Then each object of the entire dataset is assigned to the resulting medoids. 
Similar to PAM, the objective function is computed to select the best set of medoids as output. Experiments 
described in [13] indicated that 5 samples of size 40+ 2k give satisfactory results. The computational complexity 
of each iteration of CLARA is of O(ks2 + k( n−k)), where s is the size of the sample. 

 
 

 

C. Clustering Large Applications based on RAndomized Search (CLARANS) 

1. Build Phase:  Randomly select two initial data 
points as medoids. The selection is made in 
such a way that the dissimilarity to all other 
data objects is minimal. The main objective of 
this step is to decrease the objective function.   

2. Swap Phase: The Swap phase computes the 
total cost ‘T’ for all pairs of objects ri and sh, 
where ri  R is currently selected and sh  S is 
not. 

3. Selection Phase: This phase selects the pair  
(ri, sh) which minimizes ‘T’. If the minimum T 
is negative, the swap is carried out and the 
algorithm reiterates Step 2. Otherwise, for each 
non-selected object, the most similar medoid is 
found and the algorithm stops. 

Figure 1 : PAM Procedure 

1. For i=1 to 5, repeat Steps 2 to 5. 
2. Draw a sample of 40 + 2k objects randomly 

from the entire data set and call PAM algorithm 
to find k medoids of the sample. 

3. For each object O in the entire data set, 
determine k-medoids which is most similar to 
O. 

4. Calculate average dissimilarity of the clusters 
obtained from Step 3.  If this value is less than 
current minimum, use the new value as current 
minimum and retain the k medoids found in 
Step 2 as the best set of medoids obtained so 
far. 

5. Return to Step 1 to start the next iteration. 
Figure 2 : CLARA Procedure 
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CLARANS, another portioning algorithm, was developed by [19], as an improvement to CLARA to form 
clusters with minimum number of searches. The algorithm is given in Figure 3. CLARANS, similar to CLARA, 
does not check all nodes’ neighbor. But, unlike CLARA, it does not restrict its search to a particular subgraph, 
but it searches the original graph. One key difference between CLARANS and PAM is that the former only 
checks a sample of the neighbors of a node. But, unlike CLARA, each sample is drawn dynamically in the sense 
that no nodes corresponding to particular objects are eliminated outright. In other words, while CLARA draws a 
sample of nodes at the beginning of a search, CLARANS draws a sample of neighbors in each step of a search. 
This has the benefit of not confining a search to a localized area 

The CLARANS procedure depends on two parameters, namely, maxneighbor and numlocal. Maxneighbour 
is the maximum number of neighbors examined and numlocal is the number of local minima obtained. The 
higher the value of maxneighbor, the closer is CLARANS to PAM, and the longer is each search of a local 
minima. But, the quality of such a local minima is higher and fewer local minima need to be obtained. In the 
procedure, steps 3 to 6 search for nodes with progressively lower costs. But, if the current node has already been 
compared with the maximum number of the neighbors of the node (specified by maxneighbor) and is still of the 
lowest cost, the current node is declared to be a “local” minimum. Then, in Step 7, the cost of this local 
minimum is compared with the lowest cost obtained so far. The lower of the two costs above is stored in 
mincost. Algorithm CLARANS then repeats to search for other local minima, until numlocal of them have been 
found. The computational complexity is O(N2) where N is the number of objects [19]. 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

As understood from the literature study, clustering algorithms consider outlier detection but only to the point 
they do not interfere with the clustering process. In these algorithms, outliers are only by-products of clustering 
algorithms and they cannot rank the priority of outliers. Furthermore, algorithms that combine and compare the 
performance of using partition clustering algorithm combined with distance based outlier detection is not 
available. Most of the studies compare the clustering performance of these three algorithms but have not 
combined it with outlier detection. In the field of outliers, [18] studied the performance of their proposed fuzzy 
based outlier detection algorithm with CLARANS. A similar study was performed by [12] to propose an outlier 
detection technique that used CLARANS for detecting and reducing the outliers for clustering problems.  In this 
study, the two algorithms CLARA and CLARANS are combined with a distance based outlier detection 
algorithm, to efficient detect outliers in large and small datasets. The proposed methodology is shown in Figure 
4. 

The algorithm first performs partition clustering using one of the algorithms PAM/CLARA/CLARANS. The 
algorithm produces a set of clusters and a set of medoids (cluster centers). In the next step, the average number 
of points in ‘k’ cluster is calculated (AKN) and the clusters are segregated as small and large clusters. All those 
clusters which have less than half of AKN are declared as small cluster. These small clusters are removed from 
the datasets as outliers or noise. The outliers in the large clusters are then detected using the following 
procedure. First, the Absolute Distances between the Medoid () (ADMP) of the current cluster and each one of 
the points (pi) is calculated using Equation 2. A threshold value is calculated as the average of all ADMP values 
of the same cluster multiplied by 1.5. When the ADMP value of a cluster is greater than T, then it is an outlier, 
else it is an inlier.  

1. Input parameters numlocal and maxneighbor. 
Initialize i to 1, and mincost to a large number. 

2. Set current to an arbitrary node in Gn;k. 
3. Set j to 1. 
4. Consider a random neighbor S of current, and 

based on 5, calculate the cost differential of the 
two nodes. 

5. If S has a lower cost, set current to S, and go to 
Step 3. 

6. Otherwise, increment j by 1. If j  maxneighbor, 
go to Step 4. 

7. Otherwise, when j > maxneighbor, compare the 
cost of current with mincost. If the former is 
less than mincost, set mincost to the cost of 
current and set bestnode to current. 

8. Increment i by 1. If i > numlocal, output 
bestnode and halt. Otherwise, go to Step 2. 

Figure 3 : CLARANS Procedure 
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 ADMP = |pi - |  (2) 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The effectiveness of the clustering algorithm when combined with distance based outlier detection is 
presented in this section. Two benchmarked datasets, namely, iris dataset with four dimensions and three classes 
and Bupa dataset with six dimensions and two classes are used during experimentation. The iris dataset has 
three classes of Iris plants (Iris setosa, Iris versicolor and Iris viginica and has four variables/dimensions). It is 
previous established that there are ten outliers in class 3 (Iris viginica) in iris dataset [1]. The BUPA dataset has 
2 classes and six dimensions. Again, [1] have found that there are 22 outliers in class1 and 26 doubtful outliers 
in class2, totaling to 48 outliers. Table I shows the effectiveness the algorithms in terms of correct identification 
of outliers in Iris and BUPA datasets.   

TABLE I : Number of Outliers Detected 

Dataset PAM CLARA CLARAN 
IRIS 7 7 9 
BUPA (Class 1) 18 19 20
BUPA (Class 2) 17 18 22

 
It could be seen that the CLARANS method is better when compared with PAM and CLARA. While 

considering Iris dataset, CLARANS could identify 9 out of the 10 outliers correctly while it 7 out of 10 by PAM 
and CLARA. The performance of both PAM and CLARA are the same while using Iris dataset. The same trend 
was found with BUPA dataset also. The PAM algorithm detected 35 outliers, CLARA detected 37 outliers and 
the CLARANS method found 42 outliers respectively. Thus, it could be deduced that the CLARANS algorithm 
is accurately detecting the outliers from both the datasets. 

The second performance parameter considered the time efficiency of the algorithms (Figure 5).   
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Figure 4 : Proposed Algorithm 
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Figure 5 : Time Efficiency 

From the figure, it could be seen the fastest algorithm is CLARANS, followed by CLARA AND PAM. The 
performance of CLARA and PAM is very close. According to [19], for small data sets, CLARANS is a few 
times faster than PAM; the performance gap for larger data sets is even larger. When compared with CLARA, 
CLARANS has the advantage that the search space is not localized to a specific subgraph chosen a priori, as in 
the case of CLARA. Consequently, when given the same amount of runtime, CLARANS can produce clusters 
that are of much better quality than those generated by CLARA.  

CONCLUSION 
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This paper considered the use of three partition algorithms (PAM, CLARA and CLARANS) combined with 
distance based method for outlier detection. The main advantages of all these approaches is that they are all 
unsupervised methods, which means new data can be added to the database can be tested for outliers in future in 
an efficient manner. Experiments showed that CLARANS is the best candidate while considering outlier 
detection, followed by CLARA and PAM. The distance-based algorithm used requires distance calculation 
between each and every data point in the large clusters. This increases the time complexity of the detection 
process. The time complexity can be reduced by considering some shape based outlier detection can be 
combined with the present system and its effect on outlier detection can be studied. 
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